1. Module name: Digitization

2. Scope
   This module covers the general principles and application of the digitization process to build a collection for digital libraries.

3. Learning objectives
   By the end of this lesson, the student will be able to:
   a. Explain technical standards, selection criteria for digitization, and the digitization process.
   b. Discuss the critical issues and challenges of digitization (e.g., their potential uses, legal and financial considerations, preservation, and technical feasibility/standards)
   c. Develop and manage small scale digitization projects

4. 5S Characteristics of the module
   - Stream: Digitization creates a stream of data entering the digital library.
   - Structure: The concept of structures may apply to deal with the technical standards related to the digitization process and manage the digitized resources.
   - Spaces: The physical storage issues, such as where the digital resources will be stored, where the network server will be located, can be discussed related to spaces.
   - Scenario: N/A
   - Society: N/A

5. Level of effort required
   a. Class time: 1 1/2 hour
   b. Student time outside class: 4 hours
      - Reading before the class starts: 2 hours
      - Homework assignment: 2 hours
6. Relationships with other modules

- 2-a: Text Resources, 2-b: Multimedia
  
The Text Resources module and the Multimedia module can be taught before the Digitization module is introduced. The nature, structure and composing factors of different types of digital objects are reviewed in these modules, while the Digitization module covers the technical formats and standards of various types of resources (e.g., text, images, video, etc), specifically related to the digitization process.

- 4-b: Metadata, cataloging, metadata mark-up, metadata harvesting
  
The basic principles and elements of metadata of digital materials are covered in this module. The Digitization module discusses about assigning the metadata to the digitized resources and the core elements to describe the resources.

- 8-a: Preservation
  
One of the most benefits of digitization is that it enables to access resources in long-term period of time. The related technology, standards, policies to preservation in digital libraries is reviewed in the Preservation module.

- 9-a: Project Management
  
While the Digitization module explains the administrative decision-making processes, mainly focusing on activities related to digitization, the Project Management module deals with the issues of the overall process of building and maintaining a digital library.

- 9-e: Legal Issues, 9-f: Cost/Economic Issues
  
The comprehensive review of legal and economic issues regarding the overall aspects of digital libraries is introduced in the Legal Issues and Cost/Economic issues module.

7. Prerequisite knowledge required: None

8. Introductory remedial instruction: None

9. Body of knowledge

1. What is digitization?

- Born digital vs. being digitized

- Definition: “The conversion of an analogue signal or code into a digital signal or code” (Chowdhury & Chowdhury, 2003; Lee, 2001)
  
  - Analogue examples
- Clocks, or speed indicators with the hands showing the continuous change of moments
- Natural vision, voice, or hearing

  o Digital examples
    - Digital Images: “Electronic snapshots taken of a scene or scanned from documents, such as photographs, manuscripts, printed texts, and artwork” (Cornell University Library, 2000)
    - Computers which break data up into 0s and 1s and put together in a binary code
    - Digital clocks or speed indicators which represents times or speeds with discrete numbers
    - Digital photos, videos or sounds.

  o Digital Conversion/Representation of Analog
    - The continuous tones, waves, lines or images are divided into segments, dots or bit streams, with assigned values and mapped, simulating the original analog objects.
    - Benefits:
      a. Easy to duplicate
      b. Easy to edit, or reformat (Flexibility)
      c. Easy to store and maintain (Permanence)
    - Drawbacks:
      a. Not exactly the same as the original analog object
      For some purposes, the value of the original object is its physical form, e.g., the study of historic documents
      b. Version control
      c. Authenticity
      d. Reader or viewer dependent
      e. Migration

2. Benefits of Digitization for Users
- Enabling the remote access to resources
- Enabling simultaneous access of multiple people to resources
- Easy access to various versions of reference surrogates (e.g., thumbnails, low-resolution images, etc)
- New scholarly use
• Powerful teaching materials
• Flexible modification, restoration, integration
• Preservation

3. Digitization Process

Figure 6.1: Steps involved in digitization (Chowdhury & Chowdhury, 2003, p. 106)


A. Potential and Intended uses
   o Expecting frequency of use
   o User needs to access digital resources
   o Security or access to use issues
   o Control unauthorized access and use
   o Shared collection, collaboration, and consortium

B. Considering issues before digitization
   o Intellectual nature of the source materials
      - Enhancing the intellectual value of the resources
   o Legal restrictions
      - Copyright protection of the resources
      - Resource collection from the public domain/electronic databases
      - ‘Fair use,’
      - Using for educational purpose
      - Collecting resources which are no longer under copyright
      - Orphan works
   o Finance
      - Available funds
      - Staff resources (skills, experiences, training costs)
      - Time Cost
      - Cost for digitizing, maintaining and updating materials
   o Preservation consideration
      - Possible damage to the original resources from digitization
5. Digitization Projects

- Google Books Library Project
  - Partnership about 18 libraries including Harvard University, Oxford University, Stanford University and University of Michigan (MBooks - Michigan Digitization Project (http://www.lib.umich.edu/mdp/)
  - Digitizing the full text of out-of-copyright books of libraries and making them available with no charge through Google Book Search (http://books.google.com/)
Open Content Alliance (OCA) (http://www.opencontentalliance.org/)
- An international consortium among cultural, technology, nonprofit organizations to build a permanent archive of digital collection of text and multimedia content.
- Announced in October 2005 by the Internet Archive
- Scanning books and uploading them to the Open Library
  - Copyrighted books: getting permissions from copyright holders
- Operating the Open Library (http://www.openlibrary.org/)
  - About 200,000 scanned books are currently available to the public for free.
  - Comparing to the Internet Archive (http://www.archive.org/): offering text, audio, moving images, web content and software for public use
- Contributors & Partners: university libraries in U.S., Canada, the European Archive, the National Archive of U.K., HP Labs, MSN, O’Reilly Media, Yahoo!, etc.

- 1990-1994: Nation’s Memory
  - Digitizing some of the Library of Congress’s unparalleled collections of historical documents, moving images, sound recordings, and print and photographic media
- 1994: American Memory historical collections
  - Received $13 million in private sector donations to establish the National Digital Library Program
  - Partnership with $45 million in private sponsors from 1994 through 2000.
- Available more than 9 million items that document U.S. history and culture
- About 100 thematic collections available based on their original format, their subject matter, or who first created, assembled, or donated them to the Library.
- Including manuscripts, prints, photographs, posters, maps, sound recordings, motion pictures, books, pamphlets, and sheet music
o Library of Congress Technical Standards for Digital Conversion of Text and Graphic Materials
  (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/about/techStandards.pdf)

o Technical Q&A about copyright, metadata, preservation, scanning, conversion, text-markup, etc.
  (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/about/techIn.html)

10. Resources

a. Required readings for students


b. Recommended readings for students


c. Suggested readings for instructors

o Introduction to Digitization/Digitization Handbooks


- Standards/Rationale

- Practices/Projects

- Digitization for Special Resources

11. Concept map (created by students)

12. Exercises / Learning activities
   - Ungraded homework assignment: Building a digital image collection
     This assignment provides an opportunity for the students to create digital objects and process the objects to be used as a part of an art image collection of a hypothetical digital library that the classmates will build together.
     This is a project to build a digital library of art images, in particular the sculptures publicly available in the local area. Students are asked to take a picture of at least 5 art sculptures in the area and process the digital photos.
1) Take a picture of any 5 art sculptures in the local area. It can be a school statue, local art works, historic clocks or any other types of sculptures, available to the public. Any type of digital cameras can be used for this project. You can use yours or borrow one from the university lab or library.

2) With the picture of the images, create two different types of digital objects - one for the image display in the library, and the other for the image preview, a thumbnail.

3) After creating the two images of each art work, assign core metadata for each image.

4) Upload the images and related metadata to the web space where the instructor provides.

   (Instructors can use the discussion section of Blackboard or similar courseware, or create a simple version of a digital library with applications, like Greenstone. It is necessary that the database of the collection is available to the students to view their own works as well as those of others.)

5) View the images and related metadata of others’ additions to the collections and compare them to yours considering the following issues.

   i. File formats or other technical standards of images and thumbnails.
   ii. The common or uncommon elements of metadata used to describe the images
   iii. The image creation and metadata description of an art sculptures submitted by multiple students
   iv. Standards issues
   v. Copyright, intellectual property right issues: Who has the intellectual property rights to the images?

The class will have a discussion session with the assignment at the beginning of the next class.

13. Evaluation of learning achievement

14. Glossary

   o Analog: Describes a device or system that represents changing values as continuously variable physical quantities (Webopedia: http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/a/analog.html)

   o Digital: Describes any system based on discontinuous data or events. (Webopedia: http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/d/digital.html)

   o Metadata: Data about data, a schema for describing data objects, or the data that describes a specific data object (See, Module 4-a: Metadata, for detailed explanation).
1. Thumbnail: A reduced-size digital file of an image or picture for easy browsing and recognizing of the brief impression or content of the original file.

15. Additional useful links

16. Contributors
   
a. Initial author: Sanghee Oh
   
b. Team evaluators: Jeff Pomerantz, Barbara Wildemuth